Abstract. The tilted visual angel of the camera determines that incline will inevitably occur in vehicle license plate (VLP) recognition system. This will bring about difficulties to the following character segmentation and character recognition. Traditional correction methods can receive high accuracy hardly and require a large amount of calculation consumption. In response to this situation, this paper proposes a tilt correction algorithm based on Sobel vertical edges of the plate image and some priori information. Sobel operator is applied for vertical edge detection of VLP images，and statistical edge information is used to determine the horizontal deflection angel. Vertical tilt correction uses a priori knowledge that the characters have minimum width when they stand vertically, adjust the angle of the individual character to determine the vertical tilt angle. The experimental results verify that this proposed method can be easily implemented, and can quickly and accurately get the tilt angle, it also has strong robustness.
Introduction
Intelligent transportation gradually becomes the future of ground traffic with the rapid development of society. Automatic vehicle license plate(VLP) recognition technology is a key technology in the intelligent transportation system (ITS) .It has been widely used in urban parking zones, highway toll stations, vehicle violation detection , automatic registration of plate number and other fields . With the wide use of vehicles, government sectors have already payed more and more attention to the advanced, efficient, and accurate ITS . Recently, the necessity of VLP recognition has increased significantly. But because Cameras for photographing license plates are usually installed on the sides of the lane in practical application, the shooting distance and shooting angle will cause that the VLP in the image frequently has some obvious and serious tilt [13] . The tilt will cause serious impact on the subsequent character segmentation and character recognition.
As far as tilt correction of the license plate region are concerned, various correction methods have been proposed. Methods commonly used in VLP correction are the Hough transformation and Radon transformation method .In [1] [2] [3] [4] , these papers proposed Hough transformation to estimate VLP position and calculate the tilt angle by using Different forms of Hough transformation. But in reality, Hough transform method based on Hough transform to determine inclination angle of the license plate frame; or extract license plate frame parameters by the Hough transform, and solve 4 vertices coordinates of the plate region ,then correct the VLP image by the bilinear transformation. But the reality the license plates image contains noise, stains and other interference, plus the binaryzation of VLP images, making the plate frame not obvious, incomplete or cannot even see, resulting in dispersion peaks in the parameter space, lead to the detection effect is not ideal, and the amount of calculation is large.
In [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ,Radon transform is used to project the image to 1-D space, and then according to the transform results using different methods to obtain the tilt angle of license plate. But the Radon transformation method need to rotate graphics and project edge points to ordinate direction.This method has an extremely heavy computational load and requires a lot of time because it needs to calculate the projection shape of each angle. It is difficult to achieve real-time requirements in the practical application.
In [10] , a linear fitting method based on least square fitting with perpendicular offsets for correcting horizontal tilt.In vertical direction by using minimizing variance of coordinates of the projection points to correct vertical tilt angle. In [11] , the author use K-L transformation to carry on tilt correction. In vertical tilt correction proposed namely K-L transformation, line fitting method based on K-means clustering and line fitting based on least square,a common failue of this paper is didn't prove the theory through a large number of experiments. In [12] ,Author put a brand-new perspective from color edge detection and the rotation of the projection to obtain the horizontal and vertical tilt angle of VLP. In [14] ,the tilt angle was detected according to the maximum value of the sum of the 4 maximum projection values, but it is also based on the linear features of the license plate frame.
As has been said, the above correcting tilt methods have the same drawbacks that the computational load is considerably heavy and the processing time is rather long, In addition, the correction accuracy is poor in the VLP tilt images.
In order to solve the issues, on the basis of Sobel operator and some priori knowledge, we proposes a new method for correcting a VLP tilt. correct VPL graphics from the horizontal and inclined directions respectively. In the horizontal tilt correction process,We using Sobel operator to detect graphics' vertical edge , after vertical edge detection using statistical method to obtain the horizontal declination angle. In the vertical tilt correction process, using VPL graphics the that have been corrected in horizontal direction ,delimiting graphics character outline ,applying priori knowledge that the character have a minimum width when the character is vertical. obtain each character's vertical deflection angle by correct characters respectively . Regard the majority angle as the vertical deflection angle. Affine transformation is inflicted on the rotated image and final correction image is obtained.
Preliminary Knowledge

License Plate Tilt Mode
There are three possible tilts modes of VPL [14] : horizontal tilt(see Fig.1 ),vertical tilt(see Fig.2 ) ,and hybrid tilt(see Fig.3 ). In summary, VPL correction including horizontal correction and vertical correction. In Fig.1 ,there is a horizontal tilt angleα between the horizontal axis X and the tilt region principal axis X ′ and there are two cases ofα ,onceα is obtained ,so that the VPL can be corrected by rotate image at α -.In Fig.2 ,The VPL slant along the perpendicular direction, vertical tilt is a kind of shear phenomenon of images, assume the vertical angle is β ,we only do inverse affine transformation to complete the vertical tilt correction. Fig.3 is the third tilt phenomenon including both horizontal tilt and vertical tilt, this is the most common tilt situation . Therefore, the key to correct VPL is how to obtain the deflection angle. 
Vertical Edge Detection
Sobel operator is a kind of first order operator , this operator according to the differential gray weighted neighborhood around the pixel points,judging whether the point is the extreme point , consider the point is the edge point if it is extreme point . Sobel operator is divided into horizontal and vertical two operator,were used to detect the vertical edges and horizontal edges of images, respectively. The advantages of the Sobel operator is easy and fast enough and can meet the requirement of real-time. Firstly algorithm maps the color space from RGB to Gray, use Sobel operator to detect vertical edge detection in horizontal correction phase. Suppose I is the gray image matrix ,let y G be a gradient matrix:
The vertical edge image b I can be expressed as：
Affine Transformation
The affine transformation is a linear transformation of two-dimensional coordinates to 2D coordinates.The license plate tilt problem can be seen as a kind of special affine transformation.An arbitrary affine transformation can be expressed as such form that multiplied by a matrix then plus a vector. Define the transformation matrix A and translation matrix , affine transformation process can be written as： 
Because of the multiplication of matrix does not meet the exchange rate, the VLP correction process can divided into two steps, the first step is horizontal correction, then do the vertical correction. Transformation matrix W can express as：
we can obtain the finally transformation matrix by the horizontal tilt angleα and the vertical tilt angle β . Complete license plate correction work by using above formula (6).
License Plate Correction Algorithm
Calculating the Horizontal Tilt Angle
License plate contains abundant vertical edges, but the background contains little. The summation of gray value reach to maximum in the character area when a VLP in a horizontal position. In this paper, using Sobel horizontal operator to obtain vertical edges of the VPL, then pinpoint the approximate location of the character area from license plat. Proposed a new method to obtain the horizontal tilt angle of the license plate by counting the vertical edge information.
The specific steps to calculate the horizontal angle of the license plate described as follows: Step1:Transfer the VLP to gray one,then obtain vertical edge image b I by using Sobel horizontal operator. 
The corresponding rotation angle of MaxSobel is the horizontal tilt angle .
Vertical Tilt Correction
In general, the license plate will appear the vertical inclination and horizontal tilt at the same time. Vertical tilt is a special shear phenomenon.We will complete vertical correction after horizontal correction. This paper presents a new method for vertical correction. The method with good anti-interference and simple calculation,and does not depend on the VLP frame feature.
We can easily find that the vertical tilt angle of characters is same with the entire VLP. The characters in license plate can be divided into two categories: The first kind is such characters which the width is not consistent between the top and below ,and have no vertical line such as A,7,4,V,Y…Another class is these characters which have roughly same width or with right angle side such as D,8,1,2,L,P… According to the priori knowledge, the first kind of characters' width are minimal within a certain amount of deflection range ,but the second type of characters have a minimum width when a character is not vertically tilted. See Fig.4 , the width of character 'S' is 105 pixels when character have a vertical slope Angle, but when the 'S' in the vertical position ,character have minimum width 97 pixels.
Fig.4
Thus, in this paper, the vertical correction method based on priori knowledge above. At first , license plate was binarized by using local threshold method. extract each character contour from binary image, discard the first and last contour because the robustness of these contour is largely influenced by background, then correct these contours, making the width of the outline to be minimal, calculate the modal number of these tilt angles. Finally, regard the modal number as the vertical deflection angle of the license plate.
After got the vertical angle, adjust VLP by affine transformation, take up-left corner as the origin point. Suppose the vertical deflection angle is β . As shown in 
Specific steps for the vertical correction method is： Step1: Extra rectangle H from the license plate that have been horizontal-corrected. Using OSTU binary algorithm to process H .In which the background is black (gray value is 0) and the characters are white (gray value is 255).
Step2: Extra contours from the binary license plate.
Step3: Find the smallest rectangles that can surround each profile, the width of the rectangle is the width of each contour. ,the width of first two contours is the smallest; the original width of the third and fourth profiles is 15 pixels, width of these two contours reach to the 12 pixels when the deflection be
Vertical correction
8 ；the original width of the fifth profiles is 15 pixels；width of this contour reach to minimum 11 pixels when the deflection be − as vertical deflection angle of license plate. The result after affine transformation is (f). Fig.7 shows the whole vertical correction process.
Experiment result
The experiments are all performed in Opencv on a PC with a Core 2.4GHz processor and 2GB RAM, running with CWindow7.Using Hough transformation, Radon transformation and adjustment method of this paper to adjust VLP images. We compare the horizontal correction experiment result using two specific images.The correlation indexes in Table 1 The experiment also selected 100 images totally with different inclination degree. These images contain no border VLP images and images with vague frame. At the Horizontal correction stage, the average processing time (s) and average tilt angle (  ) of the three methods are shown in Table 2 . As shown in the Table2. In horizontal tilt correction experiment, we compared the three methods to each other. Hough transformation is suitable for these images which have the obvious frame, but the tilt angle of the images which have vague frame cannot be obtained accurately. Radon transform has a relatively high accuracy rate, however the running time is longer, in practical engineering, it is very difficult to guarantee the requirement of real time. Our algorithm is simple to operate, with high accuracy calibration and fast speed.
At vertical tilt correction stage ,we using 90 pictures which after horizontal correction, the image examples like Fig.11 
Conclusion
Faced with the unsatisfactory situation that using traditional license plate correction algorithms. After observe the license plate image carefully, using license plate itself morphological characteristics combined with Sobel horizontal operator and some priori knowledge. Two solutions were proposed for the problem of the horizontal and vertical tilt of the plate respectively. The proposal method improved the precision of license plate tilt testing, reduce the testing time. Compare with the Hough transform and Radon transform in the horizontal tilt correction experiment, the result shows that our algorithm in terms of correcting time or accuracy are better than two conventional correction method.
In the vertical correction phase, experiment used 90 test images which have been corrected in horizontal direction, the vertical correction algorithm based on a priori knowledge can ensure a high accuracy and can finish the work in a short time as the result shown.
